# CJK Compatibility Ideographs & CJK Compatibility Ideographs Supplement

349E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F80C;
34B9 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F813;
34BB FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9CA;
34DF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F81F;
3515 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F824;
36EE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F867;
36FC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F868;
3781 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F876;
382F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F883;
3862 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F888;
387C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F88A;
38C7 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F896;
38E3 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F89B;
391C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A2;
393A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A1;
3A2E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8C2;
3A6C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8C7;
3AE4 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8D1;
3B08 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8D0;
3B19 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8CE;
3B49 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8DE;
3B9D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAD2;
3B9D FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8E7;
3C18 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8EE;
3C4E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8F2;
3D33 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F90A;
3D96 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F916;
3EAC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F92A;
3EB8 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F92C;
3EB8 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F92D;
3F1B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F933;
3FFC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F93E;
4008 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F93F;
4E32 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F905;
4E38 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F801;
4E39 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F95E;
4E3D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F800;
4E41 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F802;
4E82 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F91B;
4E86 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9BA;
4EC0 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F977;
4EC0 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9FD;
4ECC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F819;
4EE4 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9A8;
4F60 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F804;
4F80 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA73;
4F86 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F92D;
4F8B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9B5;
4FAE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA30;
4FBB FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F805;
4FBF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F965;
5002 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F807;
502B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9D4;
507A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F808;
5099 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F809;
50CF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F80B;
50DA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9BB;
50E7 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA31;
50E7 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F80A;
5140 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA0C;
5145 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA74;
514D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA32;
514D FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F80E;
5154 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F80F;
5164 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F810;
5167 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F814;
5168 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA72;
5169 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F978;
516D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9D1;
5177 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F811;
5180 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA75;
5305 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F829;
5306 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F82A;
5317 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F963;
5317 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F82B;
533F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9EB;
5349 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F82C;
5351 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA35;
5351 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F82D;
535A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F82E;
5373 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F82F;
5375 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F91C;
537D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F830;
537F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F831;
537F FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F832;
537F FE02; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F833;
53C3 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F96B;
53CA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F836;
53DF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F837;
53E5 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F906;
53EB FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F839;
53F1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F83A;
5406 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F83B;
540F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9DE;
541D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9ED;
5438 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F83D;
5442 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F980;
5448 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F83E;
5468 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F83F;
549E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F83C;
54A2 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F840;
54BD FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F99E;
54F6 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F841;
5510 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F842;
5553 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F843;
5555 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA79;
5563 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F844;
5584 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F845;
5584 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F846;
5587 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F90B;
5599 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA7A;
5599 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F847;
559D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA36;
559D FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA78;
55AB FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F848;
55B3 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F849;
55C0 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA0D;
55C2 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F84A;
55E2 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA7B;
5606 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA37;
5606 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F84C;
5651 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F84E;
5668 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA38;
5674 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F84F;
56F9 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9A9;
5716 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F84B;
5717 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F84D;
578B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F855;
57CE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F852;
57F4 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F853;
580D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F854;
5831 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F857;
5832 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F856;
5840 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA39;
585A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA10;
585A FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA7C;
585E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F96C;
58A8 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA3A;
58AC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F858;
58B3 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA7D;
58D8 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F94A;
58DF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F942;
58EE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F851;
58F2 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F85A;
58F7 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F85B;
5906 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F85C;
591A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F85D;
5922 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F85E;
5944 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA7E;
6012 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F960;
601C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9AC;
6075 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA6B;
6081 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A0;
6094 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA3D;
6094 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A3;
60C7 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A5;
60D8 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA86;
60E1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9B9;
6108 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA88;
6144 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9D9;
6148 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A6;
614C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A7;
614C FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A9;
614E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA87;
614E FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8A8;
6160 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA8A;
6168 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA3E;
617A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8AA;
618E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA3F;
618E FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA89;
618E FE02; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8AB;
6190 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F98F;
61A4 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8AD;
61AF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8AE;
61B2 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8AC;
61DE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8AF;
61F2 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA40;
61F2 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA8B;
61F2 FE02; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8B0;
61F6 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F90D;
61F6 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8B1;
6200 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA8C;
6210 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8B4;
62B1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8B5;
6AA8 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8EB;
6AD3 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F931;
6ADB FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8ED;
6B04 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F91D;
6B21 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8EF;
6B54 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8F1;
6B72 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8F3;
6B77 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F98C;
6B79 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA95;
6B9F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8F4;
6BAE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9A5;
6BBA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F970;
6BBA FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA96;
6BBA FE02; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8F5;
6BBB FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8F6;
6C4E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8FA;
6C67 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8FE;
6C88 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F972;
6CBF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8FC;
6CCC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F968;
6CCD FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8FD;
6CE5 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9E3;
6D16 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8FF;
6D1B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F915;
6D1E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA05;
6D34 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F907;
6D3E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F900;
6D41 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9CA;
6D41 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA97;
6D41 FE02; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F902;
6D69 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F903;
6D6A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F92A;
6D77 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA45;
6D77 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F901;
6D78 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F904;
6D85 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F905;
6DCB FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9F5;
6DDA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F94D;
6DEA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9D6;
7D22 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F96A;
7D2F FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F94F;
7D5B FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAAF;
7D63 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F96C;
7DA0 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F93D;
7DBE FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F957;
7DC7 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F96E;
7DF4 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F996;
7DF4 FE01; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA57;
7DF4 FE02; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAB0;
7E02 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F96F;
7E09 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA58;
7E37 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F950;
7E41 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA59;
7E45 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F970;
7F3E FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAB1;
7F72 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA5A;
7F79 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9E6;
7F7A FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F976;
7F85 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F90F;
7F95 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F978;
7F9A FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9AF;
7FBD FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA1E;
7FFA FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F979;
8001 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F934;
8005 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA5B;
8005 FE01; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAB2;
8005 FE02; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F97A;
8046 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9B0;
8060 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F97D;
806F FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F997;
8070 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F97F;
807E FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F945;
808B FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F953;
80AD FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F8D6;
80B2 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F982;
8103 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F983;
813E FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F985;
81D8 FE00; CJK COMPLEXIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F926;
81E8 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9F6;
81ED FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA5C;
8201 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F893;
8201 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F98B;
8204 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F98C;
8218 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA6D;
826F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F97C;
8279 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA5D;
8279 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA5E;
828B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F990;
8291 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F98F;
829D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F991;
82B1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F993;
82B3 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F994;
82BD FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F995;
82E5 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F974;
82E5 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F998;
82E6 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F996;
831D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F999;
8323 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F99C;
8336 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9FE;
8352 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA6D;
8353 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9AA;
8363 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F99A;
83AD FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F99B;
83BD FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F99D;
83C9 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F93E;
83CA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9A1;
83CC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9A2;
83DC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9A3;
83E7 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F99E;
83EF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F984;
83F1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F958;
843D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F918;
8449 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F96E;
8457 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA5F;
8457 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F999;
84EE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F99F;
84F1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F918;
84F3 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9A9;
84FC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9C2;
8516 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9AA;
8564 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9AC;
85CD FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F923;
85FA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9F0;
8606 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F935;
8612 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA20;
862D FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F91F;
863F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F910;
8650 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B3;
865C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F936;
865C FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B4;
8667 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B5;
8669 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B6;
8688 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B8;
86A9 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B7;
86E2 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9BA;
870E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B9;
8728 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9BC;
876B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9BD;
8779 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAB5;
8779 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9BB;
8786 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9BE;
87BA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F911;
87E1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9C0;
8801 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9C1;
881F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F927;
884C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA08;
8860 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9C3;
8863 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9C4;
88C2 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9A0;
88CF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9E7;
88D7 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9C6;
88DE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9C7;
88E1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9E8;
88F8 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F912;
88FA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9C9;
8910 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA60;
8DCB FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9DA;
8DEF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F937;
8DF0 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9DC;
8ECA FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F902;
8ED4 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9DE;
8F26 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F998;
8F2A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9D7;
8F38 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAC2;
8F38 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9DF;
8F3B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA07;
8F62 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F98D;
8F9E FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F98D;
8FB0 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F971;
8FB6 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA66;
9023 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F99A;
9038 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA25;
9038 FE01; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA67;
9072 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAC3;
907C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9C3;
908F FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F913;
9094 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E2;
90CE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F92C;
90DE FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA2E;
90F1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E3;
90FD FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FA26;
9111 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E4;
911B FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E6;
916A FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F919;
9199 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAC4;
91B4 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9B7;
91CC FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9E9;
91CF FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F97E;
91D1 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F90A;
9234 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-F9B1;
9238 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E7;
9276 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAC5;
927C FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9EA;
92D7 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E8;
92D8 FE00; CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E9;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Points</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23ED1 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F90D;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23F5E FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F910;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23F8E FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F911;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24263 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F91D;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242EE FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-FA6C;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243AB FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F91F;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24608 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F923;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24735 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F926;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24814 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F927;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24C36 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F935;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24C92 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F937;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24FA1 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F93B;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24FB8 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F93C;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25044 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F93D;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250F2 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F942;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250F3 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F941;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25119 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F943;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25133 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F944;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25249 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-FAD5;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2541D FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F94D;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25626 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F952;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2569A FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F954;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256C5 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F955;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2597C FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F95C;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25AA7 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F95D;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25AA7 FE01</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F95E;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25BAB FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F961;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25C80 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F965;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25CD0 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-FAD6;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25F86 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F96B;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261DA FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F898;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26228 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F972;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26247 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F973;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262D9 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F975;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2633E FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F977;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264DA FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F97B;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26523 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F97C;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265A8 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F97E;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267A7 FE00</td>
<td>CJK Compatibility IDEOGRAPH-2F987;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
267B5  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F988;
26B3C  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F997;
26C36  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9A4;
26CD5  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9A6;
26D6B  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9A5;
26F2C  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9AD;
26FB1  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B0;
270D2  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9B1;
273CA  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9AB;
27667  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9C5;
278AE  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9CB;
27966  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9CC;
27CA8  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9D3;
27ED3  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-FAD7;
27F2F  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9D8;
285D2  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E0;
285ED  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E1;
2872E  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9E5;
28BFA  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9ED;
28D77  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9F1;
29145  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9F6;
291DF  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F81C;
2921A  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9F7;
2940A  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9FB;
29496  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F9FD;
295B6  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2FA01;
29B30  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2FA09;
2A0CE  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2FA10;
2A105  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2FA12;
2A20E  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2FA13;
2A291  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2FA14;
2A392  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2F88F;
2A600  FE00;  CJK COMPATIBILITY IDEOGRAPH-2FA1D;